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FORWARD
The Autonomy Levels for Unmanned Systems (ALFUS) Ad Hoc Workgroup is a National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) sponsored effort and is participated by
Government Labs, developers, users, and contractors of various Unmanned Systems (UMS)
programs. The participants have formed close collaborative relationships, including the U.S.
Army Future Combat System (FCS) User community and the Lead System Integrator (LSI)
and its contractors.
ALFUS aims at formulating, through a consensus-based approach, a logical framework for
characterizing the UMS autonomy, covering issues of levels of autonomy, mission
complexity, and environmental complexity. The Framework is to provide standard
definitions, metrics, and process for the specification, evaluation, and development of the
autonomous capabilities of UMSs. The Framework is also intended to facilitate
communication among the practitioners.
ALFUS is an ongoing project. At the 16th Workshop, held in April 2007, it was decided that
the results should be published as the initial version of the ALFUS Framework while the
development effort continues. As such, this document serves the purposes of both describing
the current results as well as identifying issues and future directions. This document also
reflects the evolutionary notion of the Framework. For example, the central concept for
ALFUS was originally called levels of autonomy (LOA) or autonomy levels but was
eventually renamed as Contextual Autonomous Capability (CAC).
Readers are encouraged to contribute to the ALFUS effort by means of reviewing and
commenting the metrics and process, participating in the quarterly Workshops, and
experimenting with the metrics and forwarding us the comments and suggestions. The web
site: http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/projects/autonomy_levels/ provides the ALFUS project
information. Correspondences can be forwarded to:
Hui-Min Huang
Intelligent System Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive, Mail Stop 8230
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
Tel: 301 975-3427
Email: hui-min.huang@nist.gov
http://www.isd.cme.nist.gov/personnel/huang/index.htm
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of the ALFUS 2 concept and the Ad Hoc Workgroup, in 2003, 17 ALFUS
workshops have been conducted. This document describes the results of the ALFUS
framework models as of December 2007.
In the inaugural Workshop, held at NIST, UMS practitioners from more than 20 Government
organizations, both military and civilian, presented their perspectives, covering unmanned
aerial systems or vehicle (UAS or UAV)s, unmanned ground vehicle (UGV)s, unmanned
surface vehicle (USV)s, and unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV)s. They described how an
anticipated ALFUS framework might facilitate their particular programs, which aspects of the
programs are to be measured using ALFUS, the current metrics that they were employing, etc.
Common understanding and requirements for ALFUS were derived from the presentations to
form the starting point for the ALFUS framework. See Appendix B for descriptions on the
ALFUS historical background.
Although it is well recognized that interests and needs in ALFUS extended widely in the
UMS community, the inaugural workshop participants resolved that the participation at the
early stage of the ALFUS development effort should be limited to a core group of government
participants, including their representing contractors. The purposes were to expediently
establish:
•

the feasibility of the ALFUS concept

•

the critical mass on the core issues and knowledge, particularly focusing on a generic,
National level scope

•

the collaborating use cases

•

the workshop approach and operating model and the path for the eventual open
participation.

The accomplishments for this early stage were highlighted with the publication of the ALFUS
Terminology document [1]. It has begun to be adopted, referenced, or otherwise used in
other standards and public documents, including the ASTM International [2] Standards
E2521-07 and F 2541-06 for various UMSs, Unmanned Systems Safety Guide for DoD
Acquisition [3], Joint Architecture for Unmanned Systems (JAUS) [4, 5], performance
measures for the urban search and rescue (US&R) robots for a Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) program [6], and other public documents such as [7]. Many requests for
copies as well as invitations for seminars from various organizations have also been
furnished.
The early stage accomplishments also include the establishment of the three-axis conceptual
model for the ALFUS framework and the some of the key concepts for the metrics sets. We
also resolved to strive for technical flexibility in order to maximize the workshop
productivity.
2

[1] also provides a comprehensive list of ALFUS related acronyms.
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Once the objectives for the early stage were achieved, the ALFUS workshops entered their
second phase, in 2004, by inviting the identified collaborating project team, the U.S. Army
FCS program LSI and associated contractors to the meetings. FCS was selected because, at
that time, the program involved the largest DOD family of robotic systems anticipated to use
increasing levels of autonomy. Also, the program was at a stage of systems engineering
requiring the same types of autonomy definitions that the ALFUS Workgroup was addressing.
Subsequently, the participants determined that the Workshops would be open to the general
UMS community.
1.1

Organization of the Document

Section 1 describes the objectives, discusses the requirements, and states the rationale for the
ALFUS framework. The overall concepts of the framework follow, in Section 2. Sections 3
through 5 describe the three sets of metrics. Characteristics and issues for the metrics are
described in Section 6. These metrics are further formulated to form ALFUS level models
and the associated processes, as described in Sections 7 and 8. Sections 9 and 10 cover
application, benefits, and future directional issues. A summary is given in Section 11.
Readers with different levels of familiarity with the Framework or with different types of
needs might choose to read the particular sections that are most suitable. For example, the
levels of human interaction might be the main concern for a particular program.
1.2

The Need: Metrics and Definitions

Robotic autonomy technology has matured enough for UMSs to be deployed to assist military
and civilian operations in a wide range of application areas, such as Defense [8, 9, 10],
US&R operations [11, 12, 13, 14], border surveillance [15, 16, 17], Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) [18, 19, 20], intelligent transportation systems [21], space exploration [22,
23, 24], and medical and service applications [25, 26, 27, 28]. A particular and important
issue for UMSs, the performance metrics, has been undertaken by NIST [29, 30, 31].
UMSs vary widely in their capabilities and purposes. They may be developed either with
particular requirements or for general purposes. Some of the operating environments may be
well structured and the UMSs are tasked to perform repetitive but unsupervised tasks. Other
environments may be much more unpredictable which require the UMSs to make spontaneous
decisions based on the perceived environmental conditions through onboard sensing and
processing capabilities. The problem space needs to be thoroughly analyzed, in detail, so that
UMS solutions can be effectively and efficiently devised.
These topics point to the requirement of a comprehensive, standard framework that allows
practitioners to communicate on the operational and development issues, to analyze the
mission requirements, and to evaluate the capabilities of the UMSs. The ALFUS framework
is, therefore, so conceived. In developing this Framework, the Workgroup intends to review
or leverage existent concepts and results as developed by other organizations or researchers,
including the U.S. DOD Joint Ground Robotics Enterprise (JGRE) [32], U.S. Air Force and
Army [33, 34, 35, 36], the U.S. Department of Transportation [37], National Aeronautics and
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Space Administration (NASA) [38], academia [39, 40, 41, 42], as well as relevant results
from areas of machine intelligence [ 43], human-robot interaction (HRI) [44, 45, 46, 47,
4849, 50 ], etc.
Throughout the 17 Workshops, a vast amount of technical issues pertaining to ALFUS has
been resolved. The results were published in various venues [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57].
This Framework document summarizes the latest results, identifies the issues to be resolved,
as well as provides guidelines on how the Framework might be used.
1.3

ALFUS Objectives

The overall objectives for ALFUS are:
•

Standard terms and definitions for characterizing the autonomous capability for
unmanned systems.

•

Metrics, processes, and tools for facilitating measuring and evaluating the autonomy
of unmanned systems.

By establishing common terms and metrics, emerging robotic technologies can be
analyzed, compared, and assessed in a formal and methodical manner.
1.4

ALFUS Approach
•

Metrics based.

•

Multiple layers of abstraction for autonomy requirements and capabilities.

•

Extendable to general performance metrics model for UMSs.

1.5

1.6

ALFUS Scope
•

Generic framework covering all UMSs.

•

From remote control through full and intelligent autonomy.

•

From single UMS, low level operational behavior to joint missions.

•

Application domains include, but are not limited to military, manufacturing, logistics,
search and rescue, service, medical, and elder and handicap assist.
ALFUS Additional Potential Benefits

The benefits of ALFUS could extend beyond the main objectives into the following:
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1.6.1 Enhance Safety
Human safety is of the utmost concern in the modern society. However, in such a society,
there are more and more tasks not suited for humans. Particularly, there are tasks that must be
performed in environments that may be:
•

dangerous—where heavy machinery may be operating, a building may be collapsing,
or chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear, and explosive material might be emitted

•

extreme—where it may be too hot, too cold, or too confined

•

hostile—where one may come under enemy fire.

In a hostile environment, certain skills and certain workload levels may be required from the
operator at certain portions of the mission. The difficulty of the assigned tasks may not
exceed certain levels. These are just some examples for ALFUS application. ALFUS also
facilitates formal and quantitative measures that would ease testing and evaluation. These
features, in turn, augment safety engineering for UMS.
1.6.2 Improve UMS Performance and Enhance Outcome
It has been well recognized that there are tasks suited for autonomous systems, including
those repetitive and boring to humans and those beyond human physical abilities. In other
words, by enhancing outcome, we mean for the UMS to achieve:
•

mission/task/order goals

•

accuracy, in time and space

•

repeatability

•

savings in time, space, and material

Those environments and tasks must be characterized so that appropriately equipped UMSs
can be developed and deployed. A UMS with high acting/executing capability has a better
chance of achieving a task requiring high precision. ALFUS is attempted to facilitate these
purposes.
UMSs must be fully understood and characterized in terms of their autonomous capabilities in
order to maximize their potentials and generate these benefits. ALFUS is intended to provide
a toolset to facilitate this characterization and exploration process.
2

METRIC FRAMEWORK

The framework describes the core knowledge, including definitions, metrics, and processes
and guidelines that supports the specification, analysis, and characterization of UMS
autonomous capability.
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2.1

Key Definitions

Key definitions were generated in the ALFUS effort to serve as the basis for further
Framework development.
A.

Unmanned System (UMS)
“A powered physical system, with no human operator aboard the principal
components, acts on physical world for the purpose of achieving assigned tasks. May
be mobile or stationary. May include any and all associated supporting components.
Examples include unmanned ground vehicles (UGV), unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV), unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV), unmanned water surface borne
vehicles (USV), unattended munitions (UM), and unattended ground sensors (UGS).
Missiles, rockets, and their submunitions, and artillery are not considered UMSs.”

The first issue regarding the definition is, what is/are the minimum requirement(s) to be a
UMS. The first tier requirement may be a robotic vehicle without a human onboard. This
robotic vehicle is the main entity in the UMS that receives and acts on the defined goals.
The second tier requirement may be regarding HRI. If the HRI devices exist and are integral
parts of the functionality of the robotic vehicles, i.e., when these entities are needed for the
goals, they are parts of the UMSs. In various application domains the HRI device may be
called an Operator Control Unit (OCU) or a Ground Control Station (GCS). Ultimately, the
goals assigned to UMS come from the HRI.
The third tier requirement may be whether the other associated manned or unmanned
subsystems are integral parts of the functionality of the robotic vehicles. In other words,
when these entities are needed for achieving the goals, then they are parts of the UMS.
However, they must serve the supportive roles within the context of achieving the goals.
Note that the supportive, manned subsystems might dominate in sheer physical sizes or in
terms of the portion of the processing that they provide. The whole integral system should
still be called a UMS. Similarly, when a hybrid or dual-use vehicle operates in the unmanned
manner, it is considered a UMS, but not when it operates under manned control.
These point out that, in some situations, a robotic vehicle may be developed to be solely
unmanned and is always considered a UMS, whereas in some other situations, a robotic
vehicle may or may not be considered a UMS depending on how it is deployed and what
assignments it is performing.
B.

Autonomy
“A UMS’s own ability of integrated sensing, perceiving, analyzing, communicating,
planning, decision-making, and acting/executing, to achieve its goals as assigned [1]”
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We further define the stated, integrated “sensing, perceiving, analyzing, communicating,
planning, decision-making, and acting/executing” as Root Autonomous Capabilities
(RACs). Note that the essence of “UMS’s own ability” is independent of human
interactions.
There are also discussions on whether the aspects of learning and world modeling should
also be parts of the RACs. They should be resolved in the future workshops and may
result in updates to the definition.
C.

Contextual Autonomous Capability (CAC) Model for Unmanned Systems
“A UMS’s CAC is characterized by the missions that the system is capable of
performing, the environments within which the missions are performed, and human
independence that can be allowed in the performance of the missions.
Each of the aspects, or axes, namely, mission complexity (MC), environmental
complexity (EC), and human independence (HI) is further attributed with a set of
metrics to facilitate the specification, analysis, evaluation, and measurement of the
CAC of particular UMSs.
This CAC model facilitates the characterization of UMSs from the perspectives of
requirements, capability, and levels of difficulty, complexity, or sophistication. The
model also provides ways to characterize UMS’s autonomous operating modes. The
three axes can also be applied independently to assess the levels of MC, EC, and HI
for a UMS.”

Figure 1: The Three Aspects for ALFUS
The three aspects are depicted in Figure 1. The CAC encompasses the following layers of
abstraction:
•

At the low layers, a UMS is characterized by the metric scores, including the
percentage of a mission that is planned and executed by the UMS onboard processors,
the levels of task decomposition, how easy it is to find a solution in the operating
environment, etc.
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•

Above the metric layer, a UMS is characterized by the three scores for the aspects or
axes, namely, MC, EC, and HI. These axis scores are weighted averages of the
individual metric scores.

Figure 2: ALFUS Tabular Construct
As shown in Figure 2, in ALFUS, the definition for autonomy provides the basis for CAC,
which, in turns, provides the basis for the metrics. Note that ALFUS allows for additional
layers of details below the metrics layer. For example, the metric of human interaction time
along the HI axis might be further decomposed to actuation time, monitoring time, sensory
data acquisition time, etc. Further investigation of this issue is planned. A weighted average
of the three axis scores to form a single index is also possible, although it is probably an oversimplified index to convey the autonomous capability.
The higher layers facilitate requirements specification and communication purposes, whereas
the lower levels facilitate implementation and testing and evaluation.
Conventionally, the notion of autonomy addresses only the human interaction aspect. The
reason for the three-aspect model in ALFUS can be illustrated with the following example: a
washing machine is not considered to have a high autonomy level just because it does not
require human interaction during a wash cycle. Rather, what should concern the practitioners
are the overall autonomous requirements or capabilities of the UMS. The Work Group has
also been using a three-axis depiction, as shown in Figure 3 to highlight this issue.
Details and additional characteristics of the CAC will be described in the later sections.
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Figure 3: The Three-Axis Model for ALFUS
D.

Level of Autonomy (LOA) or Autonomy Level (AL)
“A set of progressive indices, typically given in numbers and/or names, identifying a
UMS’s capability of performing assigned autonomous missions [1]”

The autonomy level in ALFUS CAC model refers to the HI aspect or axis, with the other two
axes providing the context. The relative levels of HI can be determined in the Framework as
depicted in Figure 2. Later sections of the document will describe the methods. Note that the
term autonomy level is used in different contexts in the research community. Bruemmer,
D.J., et al, in [58], uses the term dynamic autonomy. Barynov and Hexmoor used the terms
including preference autonomy, choice autonomy, and decision autonomy [39]. All of these
are consistent with and can be facilitated by the ALFUS CAC model.
The level may be used in a nominal sense while the instantaneous values may be dynamic or
adjusting, to the extent of the system design, along the course of mission execution depending
on the changes in the environmental and operating conditions.
Differentiations among consecutive LOAs may or may not be constant. There may even be
certain degrees of subjectivity. Therefore, it might be suitable to consider autonomy as a
gradual property related to the degree of intervention [59]. This may also be considered
situation-adaptive as agents (human versus robot) may be assigned control over different
parts of a single system simultaneously [60, 61, 62 ], thus become collaborative [63, 64, 65].
E.

High, Mid, and Low Degrees of CAC

The Framework defines the following three CACs to provide a general reference for
further CAC investigation:
•

Highest CAC
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Completes all assigned missions with highest complexity; understands, adapts to, and
maximizes benefit/value/efficiency while minimizing costs/risks on the broadest scope
environmental and operational changes; capable of total independence from operator
intervention.
•

Mid CAC

Plans and executes tasks to complete an operator specified mission; limited
understanding and response to environmental and operational changes and
information; limited ability to reduce costs/risks while increase
benefit/value/efficiency; relies on about 50 % operator input
•

Lowest CAC

Remote control for simple tasks in simple environment
These concepts can be further illustrated in Figure 4. At the leftmost indication, a UMS
may operate at the lowest CAC when the UMS performs a simplest mission using HRI
100 % of the time in a simplest environment. The general trend may be that CAC
increases when the levels of HI, MC, and EC increase, as shown from the left to right in
the chart.

Figure 4: Illustration of CAC
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F.

Mode of UMS Operation or UMS Operational Mode
“Human operator’s ability to interact with a UMS to perform the operator assigned
missions. The following are the defined modes of operation: fully autonomous, semiautonomous, teleoperation, and remote control.”

A distinction exists between autonomy levels and these modes.
2.2

Key Concepts

The CAC definition invited the following questions:
o What makes a mission complex?
o What makes an environment complex?
o What makes a UMS human-independent?
These questions needed to be thoroughly understood before the metrics could be developed.
We list our current understanding in the following three subsections. Note that, due to the
U.S. Army Future Combat System (FCS) focus of the initial ALFUS work, the mission and
the environmental considerations emphasize military situations. Clearly other applications
will have considerations specific to their situations.
2.2.1.

What Makes a Mission Complex

•

mission time constraint

•

precision constraints and repeatability, in navigation, manipulation, detection,
perception, etc.

•

level of collaboration required

•

concurrence and synchronization of events and behaviors

•

resource management, for including power, bandwidth, and ammunition

•

authority hierarchy, for data access, plan execution, etc.

•

rules of engagement

•

adversaries

•

risks, and survivability; for example, signature reduction of self might add to the
complexity of the mission

•

knowledge requirements
o knowledge dependence—types and amounts of information required
correlate to mission complexity
o a priori knowledge might make planning easier
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o knowledge availability, uncertainty, or learning requirement might make
the mission more complex
o the difficulty in prediction could affect mission complexity
•

sensory and the processing requirements

•

HI requirements could affect mission planning and execution, thus affecting mission
complexity

2.2.2.

What Makes an Environment More Complex?

• energy signals, including
o acoustic, affecting sensing
o Electromagnetic interference (EMI, also called radio frequency interference or
RFI), affecting communication, control, and sensors
• absolute and fiducial (reference points) positioning aides, placement of them, global
positioning systems (GPS), markers, etc., can facilitate navigation and reduce the
complexity
• dynamic nature
o stigmergy—environmental effects that were caused by own actions
o changes in the surroundings that were not caused by own actions
• object size, type, density, and intent; including natural or man made
• fauna and flora, animal and plant lives in regions of interest, respectively
• hazards, including Chemical, Biological, Radiological/Nuclear, and Explosive
(CBRNE), fire, etc.
• meteorological data, affecting visibility and traversability
• light
• terrain
o hydrology
o sea state
o positive (hill, bushes) or negative (cave, ditch) features [1]
• engineered structures
o inside, outside
o buildings, bridges, tunnels, trenches, wall, fence, power poles/lines
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2.2.3.

What Makes a UMS Human Independent

The more a UMS is able to sense, perceive, analyze, communicate, plan, make decisions, and
act, the more independent it is. However, it remains an open issue on how to measure the
abilities. For example:

2.3

•

when more of the concerned environmental phenomena can be sensed by the UMS

•

when a wider area of concern can be sensed by the UMS

•

when the UMS is able to understand and analyze more of the perceived situations

•

when a larger portion of the mission plan is generated by the UMS

•

when the UMS is able to generate high-level, complex plans as opposed to low-level,
straightforward plans

•

when the UMS is able to communicate to the right parties with the right information
Framework Outline

We envision a construct within which a generic framework may be instantiated for program
specific ALFUS frameworks. Such a generic framework includes the following components:
1. Terms and Definitions: The first requirement for the Framework that the Ad Hoc
Workgroup identified was a set of standard terms and definitions. The published
Volume 1 of the ALFUS Framework [1] contains the results. As shown in section 2.1,
certain term definitions are keys to the Framework development, either generic or
application specific extensions.

Figure 5: ALFUS Framework Concept
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2. The Metric model: The construct is defined in Section 2.1. Figure 5 provides a threeaxis view that emphasizes the aspects that are critical for dealing with UMS
autonomy.
3. The Executive Model: The level of HI (or LOA), level of MC, and level of EC
models are defined along the HI, MC, and EC axes, respectively. The latter two
models provide context for the LOA model. This is the definition-based aspect of
ALFUS. The three models are developed through either the summaries of the metrics,
shown in the lower part of Figure 2, or the key definitions, shown in the upper part of
the figure.
4. Guidelines, Processes, and Use Cases: These are for applying the generic framework
to specific ALFUS applications. Figure 6 illustrates how various types of ALFUS
information may be applied at various stages of a UMS lifecycle. Figure 7 illustrates
the distinctions between the generic model and the program specific model of ALFUS.
Later sections in this document elaborate these aspects of the Framework.

Figure 6: lifecycle Support in ALFUS
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Figure 7: Generic Nature of ALFUS

2.4

ALFUS Models for UMS Safety, Risk and Mission Success

We postulate the following concepts for the applicability of ALFUS:


The level of risk for a UMS to perform a mission can be positively corresponding
to or proportional to the difference between the requirements and the UMS’s
possession of CAC. The discrepancies can be along any or all of the three
aspects.



When the UMS CAC is equal to or higher than the required levels, lowered risk
can be anticipated, although risk may exist even when all the requirements are all
fulfilled.



The ALFUS CAC model also augments the analysis of UMS safety. Level of safety
may be contributed by the following:
o insufficient capability in any of the RACs [1]
o insufficient scores in any of the metrics/axes, i.e., level of safety can be
inversely proportionally to the level of risk

Safety could also be considered as a subset of complexity, either mission or environmental.
Further investigation in this area is needed.
2.5

Generic Nature

Figure 7 illustrates the components and their relationships within ALFUS. Note that the
program specific executive models, generated from the generic executive model, are typically
used for specifying requirements at the early stages of the product lifecycles, whereas the
CAC models are typically used for evaluating the implementations at late stages of the
lifecycles.
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The guidelines and processes are described, in details in Section 6.7. There are several
methods being explored: directly applying the metrics, analyzing autonomy through its
definition, and filtering task/mission complexity by filtering up the autonomy from the
performance or autonomy basic skills.
3

THE MISSION COMPLEXITY (MC) AXIS/ASPECT

Four groups of metrics are devised to characterize the complexity of missions.
3.1

Tactical Behavior and Tasking Group
•

Levels of Task Decomposition
o Description: How are missions or high-level tasks decomposed into lower level
tasks, including basic skills? What is the width and depth of task decomposition
for a mission?
o Scale/Measure: Numbers of levels and of subtasks and skills. Two models can be
used:

•



A full-scale decomposition of a military mission could include the
following levels: division, brigade, battalion, company, platoon, vehicle,
skills, primitive, and actuator. There could be even higher levels. Multiple
types of UMSs could be involved to conduct joint missions at these high
levels. Figure 8 illustrates the point [66]. A detailed discussion of this
issue is presented at a later section.



A simplified task decomposition model considers only three levels,
namely, group tasks, vehicle tasks, and skills. In this model, the tasks that
are at levels lower than skills implicitly affect the degrees of complexity of
the corresponding skills. A similar argument can also be made for the
high-level tasks.

Type of Tasks
o Description: From mission level groupings of high risk, highly complex tasks to
low level, single function tasks.
o Scale/Measure:


number of functions involved—C4 (Command and Control,
Communications, Computers), Lethality, Survivability, Tactical Behavior,
ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance)



number of UMSs involved



number of subtasks or skills needed
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Figure 8: Task Decomposition and Integration
•

Complexity of Tasks
o Description: ability to handle tasking uncertainty (for example, environmental
understandability, an EC metric, could contribute to uncertainty in task planning
and execution), over vs. under constrained, spatial and temporal precision,
information requirements
o Scale/Measure:

•



knowledge requirements--number of knowledge types and associated
confidence levels, such as signal, entity, event, image, map, logic, physics,
and cultural value



temporal and spatial resolutions for task execution



safety and risk levels



rates of changes of tasks and/or their goals

Decision Space Structure
o Description: number of decisions/choices and their couplings
o Scale/Measure:


transition/state numbers and ratios, depth/breath of search tree



rules of engagement



number of concurrent tasks

This group indicates that multiple factors can be used to identify complexity. For example, a
high level mission involving a large team of teams tends to be complex. However, a task for
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a single vehicle that requires very rich knowledge or involves very high uncertainty may also
be complex. Examples include negotiating busy traffic or identifying a person in a large city.
3.2

Collaboration Group
•

Agent perspective
o Description: the level(s) of the mission/task/commanding structure at which
collaborations take place, the temporal/spatial/logical location at which
collaborations take place
o Scale/Measure:

•



high - mission level collaboration and parenthetical understanding of mission
intent;



medium - collaboration within subsystems, multi-point external collaboration,
collaboration at the mission level;



low - collaboration within subsystems;



lowest - no collaboration

Interface/Data Sharing perspective
o Description: sharing of the data among the subsystems or the components of the
unmanned system
o Scale/Measure: number of channels, types of data, frequencies of exchanges,
synchronous/asynchronous

3.3

Planning and Analysis Group
•

Dynamic planning
o Description: UMS’s ability to handle mission variations and to perform real-time
planning
o Scale/Measure: degrees of mission variations that the UMS can handle;
percentage of mission that can be performed without preplan; effectiveness and
efficiency of the planning against operator-generated plans

•

Analysis
o Description: capability of values/cost and benefit/risk analyses
o Scale/Measure: resulting values and costs, such as fuel savings, amount of
intelligence gathered
o Note: might overlap with some of the Environmental metrics.
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3.4

Situation Awareness Group
•

Situation awareness
o Description: situation awareness with respect to the mission intent and
environmental understanding
o Scale/Measure:

4



level of spatial scope: strategic, tactic, UMS internal



level of temporal scope: projection into future, comprehension of current
and past situations, perception of current and past situations.

THE HUMAN INDEPENDENCE (HI) AXIS/ASPECT

The HI metrics include:
•

UMS to Operator Communications or Robotic Initiation
o Description: the ability for the UMS to identify and communicate and/or negotiate
with humans and/or other entities.
o Scale/Measure: From highest to lowest:

•



identifies and negotiates with appropriate individuals,



initiates appropriate communications with the correct individual,



initiates appropriate communications with operator,



operator approval query,



prioritizes information,



offers a complete set of information/decision/action alternatives,



relies on humans to decide what to communicate.

Ratio of Human Intervention Time / Mission Time
o Description: the portion of the time during which operators are interacting with
the UMS.
Under conditions of mixed-initiative collaboration [67, 68], required by systems
necessitating multi-agent interactions [69 , 70 ], this might be described and
measured as neglect tolerance [71].
o Scale/Measure: linear scale from approaching 0 % through 100 %.

•

Ratio of Human Planning Time / Mission Time
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o Description: the portion of the mission plan that is pre-generated by human
o Scale/Measure: linear, numeric percentage
•

Level of Human Interaction
o Description: the level of authority at which the operator interacts with the UMS
o Scale/Measure: From high to low:

•



assign mission,



assign strategic goals,



assign tactical goals,



assign mission tasks,



route,



auto pilot,



servo.

Level of Human Workload
There are known and accepted methodologies, some with metrics, for assessing
operator workload that the ALFUS group must explore. Guidance can be seen in [72,
73]. Aside from physiological measures [74, 75, 76, 77], the concept of mental
workload for both primary and secondary task performance should be considered [ 78,
79], as well as the subjective experience.
Workload can also be affected depending on how tasks are modeled or defined.
Research results include performance moderator functions which attempt to describe
the impact of human performance to internal and external stressors [80, 81, 82, 83,
84, 85].
Note that workload evaluation can be highly subjective. Different evaluators can see
different aspects. The evaluation can also greatly depend on attributes such as
training, experience, physical conditioning, etc.

•

Identified metric candidates
Sheridan T.B. and his colleagues’ work regarding levels of human interaction with
automation [39, 41] have been proposed as a metric called robotic independence.
Further investigation by the Workgroup on this issue is required.

5

THE ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLEXITY (EC) AXIS/ASPECT

Two approaches are discussed to explore the EC metrics, a generic algorithm and domainspecific, exhaustive elaboration.
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5.1

Generic, System Independent Approach

The central idea is called solution ratio, which is essentially the ratio of the number of total
possible choices that a robot can make and the number of correct choices (called solutions)
that meet the mission/task objectives. For example, a robot assigned a mobility task can go
anywhere for many clock cycles in the middle of miles of flat benign fields. All the moves
are considered correct solutions. In this case, EC = 1. If a robot gets into an environmental
situation for which no correct solution can be generated, the EC is infinitely complex. If a
robot is incapacitated, EC= 0/0, called undefined.
This “solution” concept could be appended with another concept, namely, the level of
difficulty of a solution. When a vehicle is passing a bridge, the solution ratio may be one, but
the width of the bridge could make a big difference in terms of execution. This effect should
be an attribute to the solution. Another example is that, between railway and a rubble-formed
tunnel, the solution ratios are both 1, but difficulty levels may be different. The following is
defined for the mobility issue:
Level of Difficulty
o beyond the UMS’s physical capability: for example, when the bridge is narrower
than the width of the UMS
o highly restrictive: minimal clearances, when the bridge is 5 % (or another number
that practitioners identified) wider than the width of the UMS footprint or when
the ditch is within a certain small percentage narrower than the UMS wheels.
o restrictive: when there is clearance but still requires high level perception,
planning, and execution capability
o low restrictive: when there is clearance but still requires rudimentary level
perception, planning, and execution capability
o unrestrictive: open space and fully traversable
Note that, when a UMS planner is searching for solutions, environmental constraints are not
the only concern. Additional concerns include strategic, efficiency, and effectiveness toward
mission. These should be considered outside of the EC evaluation.
Note also that, when the solutions are generated by a non-search based method, the equivalent
solution ratios should be used. For example, when a state transition based method is used, the
ratio of numbers of transition versus states could be used.
The EC metrics are grouped as followed:
•

Search space, solution ratio, and number of significant factors
o Description: The search space is defined as the robot’s physical operating area
with a predefined size. The solution ratio is calculated within an individual space.
The metric score for the total mission environment would be cumulative of the
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individual solution ratios. The guidelines for defining the sizes are to be
developed.
The constraints for the robotic decisions should be taken into account. For
example, for a road following task, the factors should include deviation allowed
from the centerline, road width and radius, speed requirements, road condition,
visibility, combat concerns in military situations, etc.
o Scale/Measure: to be defined.
•

Variability of the environment
o Description: This set of metrics concerns the dynamics of the environment. The
aforementioned constraints can change in their ranges, weights, and numbers over
time and space. The changes can be due to system actions or natural progressions.
How the factors change is also a metric, including the rates, the magnitudes, and
the patterns of the changes. Road traffic changes could follow a pattern, whereas
combat situations can change randomly. Representation and prediction models
can be built when the changes are understood.
Environmental factors can also change due to natural progression or system
actions. For example, visibility of the road might change as the time of the day
progresses or due to the dust generated by the passage of a vehicle. The road
might change from two lanes to four lanes or could change to not passable after a
bomb exploded.
o Scale/Measure: The general scales for the rate of change could be none (static
environment), slow, medium, fast, but specifics are to be defined.

•

Environmental Understanding--Variables or Objects Observability
o Description: Ability to recognize and discriminate between different factors;
understanding full effect of factor on solution. The observability can change over
time.
o Scale/Measure: number of features recognized and the fidelity of the recognized
features

5.2

Categorizing Environmental Attributes

Earlier efforts for developing the EC metrics focused on detailed identification of
environmental attributes, such as terrain, climate, traffic, etc. We attempted to exhaustively
categorize the environmental attributes [56] and attempting to analyze their levels of difficulty
or complexity. Although this approach may be too system dependent, the results facilitate EC
evaluation. The UMSs’ specific physical characteristics or capabilities, the equipped sensors,
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the perception systems, etc., may have been critical factors in determining the complexity
levels.
The EC measure is decomposed in the below table. Each category is further described with a
draft set of specific measurable factors. The granularity of the factors within each category
must still be determined. For example, although a UMS can maneuver through smoke, the
level of visibility must be determined, considering the safe speed of the vehicle. Many such
inter-dependencies and issues with the detail of the measure arise. The following table
represents the initial breakout of the primary categories for the EC set of measures.
Static Environment

Measure the ability of the unmanned system to operate
within a known, non-moving, geo-referenced area. The
categories Urban and Rural Environment also include
static environment variables, but address man made static
entities only. Static Environment variables include terrain
type, soil characteristics, water depth, terrain elevation and
elevation change characteristics.
Dynamic Environment
Assess the unmanned system’s ability to detect and
negotiate changes in the environment while minimizing
the impact on mission goals. Dynamic Environment
variable metrics include frequency of obstacles, density of
obstacles, detection and use of access points, and human
interaction, non-tactical changes to the environment due to
system actions.
Electronic/
The unmanned system’s ability to communicate and
Electromagnetic
function with respect to the impact of electromagnetic
Environment
fields, and/or any other energy source both hostile and
friendly. Specific measures to be accounted for within
this category include the UMS’s ability to withstand
communication dropouts, jamming, magnetic fields, EMP,
and multi-path.
Mobility
The impact of the environment on the UMS includes
common metrics such as range, turn radius/rate, max
roll/pitch, shock, vibration, acceleration and deceleration.
Ideally, these measures will be collected for a full six
degrees of freedom (DOF) environment.
Mapping and Navigation The required environmental data and the associated
resolutions, such as maps, elevations, etc., impact the
vehicle's CAC. Also included in this category are
navigational aids used by the UMS such as GPS and air
traffic control interfaces.
Urban Environment
The Urban Environmental factors account for the
measurable impact of traffic, road conditions, road
variation, traffic rules, control points, and any other manmade mobility constraints and choices. Additional factors
of the Urban Environment may be listed in other, more
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Rural Environment

Weather

Operational
Environment

specific, categories.
Rural Environment variables include vegetation, fences,
walls and other barriers, and biological factors such as
wildlife and domestic animals. As with the Urban
Environment, other factors may be listed in other
categories.
This measure accounts for variables such as sea state,
wind speed, pressure, humidity, visibility (due to
atmospheric conditions), lighting conditions, and any
other natural phenomenon that might impact mobility.
The Operational Environment differs from Mission
Complexity in that it does not account for the tactical or
strategic attributes of the mission, but captures the factors
that force change, temporary and/or intermittent, on the
mission. Factors listed within this category include enemy
fire, decoys, change in the operational tempo, and enemy
tactical changes to the environment based on my actions.

At this time, the Workgroup is not directly addressing specific inter-dependencies between the
various measures. The granularity of the measure, however, will be proposed and used for
development of the CAC model. As the model matures, many changes in both the categories
and factors of the data set and the granularity of measures will occur. The population of the
first draft of the EC metrics is planned. Examples are presented below to further exemplify
the challenge.
Soil Characteristics

Terrain Elevation
Change

Frequency of Obstacles

General description of the type of soil the unmanned
vehicle can traverse without damage and/or loss of
traction.
Sand
Clay
Grass
Rock
Gravel
Pebble
Constant Mud
Average change in elevation of terrain accounting for both
frequency and amplitude
Vertical Change in meters from trough to peak (0 to 10000
as an example)
Horizontal distance in meters between peaks (0 to 10000
as an example)
Determine the impact of system performance during
mobility based on the occurrences of obstacles with
respect to time. This measure represents the ability of the
system to process sensory input into the obstacle
perception, classification, and/or negotiation processes.
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Density of Obstacles

Greater than 5 minutes (as an example)
5 minutes to 120 second intervals
…
1 to 10 occurrences per second
…
Obstacle density is the measure of occurrences of
anomalies within a 1000m x 1000m area. This is a
measure of the number of obstacles a UMS can detect,
track, and avoid (if necessary) in the determined area.
1000
500 to 1000
250 to 500
…
less than 10

It can be seen, from this example that numerous factors appear to be left out. The type of soil,
for instance, does not fully quantify the impact of that soil on the vehicle system. Clay might
be easily traversable until a hard rain makes it all but impossible for a light skid-steer UMS to
perform even simple maneuvers. The classification of elevation data, presented as an average
for an area, would not at first glance appear to have an impact on the CAC of UMS.
However, combined with minimum and maximum factors, the measure provides a basis for
determining the fit of a UMS to a particular terrain. Further, we have not developed
quantifiable formulas for these factors.
6
6.1

CHARACTERISTICS AND ISSUES
Correlations and Interdependency

ALFUS aims at comprehensive sets of metrics. Some of the metrics may be interrelated.
Some may not be relevant to certain applications. Some metrics might be more important
than other metrics in different types of applications. In many situations, using a weighted
average method on the metric scores could provide an adequate indication for the CAC.
However, there may well be cases when weighted minimum or maximum values might be
more suitable. For example, the MC axis contains metrics for perception and tactical
behavior. A low score for the perception capabilities for a UMS implies that it may not be
able to support a high-level, complex, autonomous mission behavior. In this situation, the
lower score between the perception and tactical behavior should be used as the requirement
instead of the average.
6.2

Overlap among the Three Axes

Workshop discussions revealed that the three axes might not be totally independent. The
reason for using the three-axis model is to highlight the aspects that should be included in
dealing with the autonomy capabilities of UMSs.
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Overlaps exist among the three axes, especially between MC and EC. The following sections
described the workshop discussions on this topic.
6.1.1

MC – EC Overlap

A mission is, essentially, an operation that is performed in a particular environment.
Therefore, both the operation and the environment may contribute to the complexity of the
mission. Also, an environment is irrelevant without missions. Missions always involve
environments.
Figure 9 could be used to illustrate the issue. If we consider the relevance of the environment
to the mission, the environment could be either benign or operating space. For example, the
field for a navigation mission, the rubble pile for a search mission, etc., are operating space
whereas the ocean that is thousands of miles away is irrelevant. This is shown from left to
right in the figure. The operating space includes object(s) of a mission, for example, walls or
trees in the way for a navigation mission, or victims in a search mission. Farthest to the left is
mission operation, which may be independent of the environment.
An outstanding issue in the Workgroup is to investigate setting up some guidelines for
determining whether an autonomy issue should be considered as EC or MC along this
spectrum.

Figure 9: EC – MC Spectrum
Due to the concern, we have explored alternative views, such as attempting to combine EC
and MC as a single axis, as shown in Figure 10. Nevertheless, the prevailing thoughts are that
the prismatic, Figure 1, and the three-axis views, Figure 3, provide the best representation for
the autonomy characterization purposes.
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Figure 10: A Simplified ALFUS View
6.1.2

Interdependences between MC and HI and between EC and HI

It has been an ongoing issue in the ALFUS development process as whether MC levels would
change depending on the levels of human interaction or would the MC be independent of the
interactions. One argument was that human and UMS might handle tasks in different ways,
therefore, the task decomposition might differ. This might indicate that MC is dependent on
HI. However, another argument was that the requirements for performing a mission should
be the same regardless of whether it is performed by UMSs or humans. This seems to
indicate that MC should be independent of HI.
Similarly, between HI and EC, environmental complexity might or might not differ between
when humans or when UMSs are operating. An additional issue would be whether the
operator is stationary or on the move. The environments could affect the HI performance.
For supporting evidence, see [86, 87, 88]
These issues remain to be further analyzed.
6.3

Context

An issue warranting further development is context. In other words, should the ALFUS levels
be applied in a global reference frame or are the levels relative measures? A common
question asked was, does an ant have the same LOA as a UMS when both are fully
autonomous? In a global reference frame, once both are independent of HRI, they might both
have the highest LOA, but might have different levels of MC or EC. In relative reference
frames, the LOA might be measured within the particular context. Further elaboration of this
issue includes:
•

Would the LOA or the overall CAC be lowered due to the fact that a UGV cannot fly
or a UMS cannot perform a mission for lack of onboard equipment?

•

Would the overall CAC for a large UGV be higher than a small UGV for being able to
cross wide ditches, but, meanwhile, lower for not being able to cross narrow bridges?
Would the overall CAC for an amphibious UMS be higher than a UGV or USV?
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The above seem to point to either relative or context based autonomy evaluations. If so, then
the next issue is the categorizations of UMSs or environments within which autonomy are
compared or evaluated. Examples are:
•

Domain specific—UAV, UGV, USV, UUV, spacecraft

•

Environment specific—Urban, off-road, swamp, icy/snowy

•

UMS size based

•

Mission based—RSTA, public transportation

•

Program specific

A further question is, what is the proper level of details with this categorization scheme? For
example, would it be always beneficial to further divide UAV into fixed-wing and rotor-based
aircrafts? This warrants further investigation so that a set of guidelines can be established in
the ALFUS Framework.
Context is important during the application of ALFUS. It would be prudent for a program to
specify its LOA requirements once the missions and the performing environments are
understood. An ant and a UMS might have the same number indicating the LOA, but the
contexts are totally different. Comparisons of CAC among different programs might or might
not be feasible.
The EC axis has the similar issue. A particular environment might be difficult for some
UMSs but relatively easy for some other UMSs. A large UMS might cross a ditch more
easily than a small one which might cross a narrow bridge more easily.
The complexity of a mission may depend on factors such as how the UMS is equipped, which
may affect the task decomposition of the mission.
6.4

Measurability and Measurement Scales

The metrics need to be measurable to be useful. Determining proper scales for each metric is
quite a challenge. Common scales include 0 through 10, low/med/high,
minimum/low/med/high/advanced, etc. The latter two may need to be quantified for
evaluations and comparisons. Proper guidelines are needed for establishing these scales.
Some of the measures are open issues and ongoing research topics. For example, a metric in
HI is "operator mental workload" and a scale is assigned as low/med/high. Additional studies
are needed to determine what is considered low, med, or high. Could workload be reflected
by the number of the OCU screens that the operator has to handle, the number of mouse clicks
or keystrokes to assist a particular task, or the percentage of time the operator could take
her/his eyes off the screens?
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6.5

Weights

Weights can be applied to both metrics and tasks when evaluating the UMSs’ autonomous
capabilities. There can be many different weight distribution scales, such as:
•

Binary; used when certain metrics or tasks are applicable or non-applicable.

•

Linear or logarithmic scales; users can decide how, relatively, the tasks or metrics
are applicable to certain situations. Some tasks might be critical in mission
performance while others might be only for information sharing purposes only.
Pre-determined weight distribution can be applied accordingly. The weight
distribution for the metrics can be treated similarly.

•

A normal value with a certain percentage higher or lower.

•

A dynamic algorithm.

Additional considerations include:
•

Would the summation of weights amount to a fixed number? For example, when a
task is decomposed, would the summation of the weights for all the subtasks or
metrics be one, in other words:
o ∑(weight) = 1?
o ∑(weight * full metric score) = 1?

•

In some UMSs, the planning and execution methodology already considers
weights for the tasks. For example, in the NIST 4Dimension/Realtime Control
System architecture, or 4D/RCS [66], the value judgment function for a control
node computes the costs and benefits in task planning. These correspond to the
task weights.

Further, systematic investigation is needed.
6.6

Systems and Performance, or the “Hidden/Fourth Axis”

The CAC provides an indication of the subject UMS’s capability to accomplish the mission
goals. This implies that the performance requirements are specified in the mission goals.
Issues like tolerances, repeatability, and safety margins should be addressed in the mission
goals. These issues cover both the spatial and temporal aspects.
The EC and MC levels of a UMS may be affected by the hardware that it possesses. A faster
CPU, a camera with a wider field-of-view and finer resolution, or a smarter knowledge engine
could make the UMS more capable. A longer arm could make the UMS more able to reach.
These systems issues could be embedded in the MC and EC axes and can be reflected in the
corresponding metrics.
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Conversely, attempts could be made to explore whether these issues can be made explicit and
form the “fourth axis/aspect,” possibly called the “performer” axis/aspect.
From the performer perspective, the issue is centered on how complex a mission a UMS can
handle:
•

How many missions can a UMS handle, concurrently, sequentially, or separately?

•

How much mission switching can the UMS handle?

•

What are the costs for the switching, including transition time that results in loss of
productivity or waste of resources?

There is also research on biologically inspired robots that calls for multifunctional material
and structure, which, in turn, better emulate the performance of muscles, possess multiple
desirable engineering features such as visco-elasticity and magnetism. These could enhance
the CAC model [89].
These seem to indicate that a whole set of new metrics may be needed.
6.7

Nominal vs. Instantaneous Levels

The ALFUS Levels are typically used in a nominal sense for characterizing a task or a UMS.
The operational and environmental situations vary as a UMS executes a mission. As such, the
instantaneous CAC, including MC, EC, and HI (or LOA) value may vary along the course.
Note that defining the nominal versus dynamic natures of ALFUS is still an open issue in the
Workgroup.
7

GUIDELINES AND PROCESSES

Guidelines and processes are needed for the application of the ALFUS Framework. There are
several methods that are being explored: directly applying the metrics, analyzing autonomy
through its definition, and determining task/mission complexity by filtering up the ALFUS
levels from the lower levels.
7.1 CAC Model Process
In ALFUS, the autonomous capability of UMS is evaluated with the three sets of metrics.
7.1.1

Evaluation Process

The individual metrics are applied to a mission that the UMS is assigned to perform. This
results in the level of complexity of the mission, the level of complexity of the environment,
and the level of autonomy. This process is described below:
•

Identify applicable metrics and their relative weights.
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•

Decompose the missions into a series of levels of sub-tasks. This is called a task
decomposition process. The decomposition process continues until the lowest
level tasks are at sufficient levels of resolutions for the autonomy evaluation
purposes.

•

Apply the metrics to the lowest-level tasks.

•

The metric evaluations for the higher-level tasks may be obtained by either
weighted averages of the lower-level task evaluations or by applying the metrics to
the high-level tasks directly. Further investigation is needed in this area.

Weights could be assigned to the metrics as well as to the axes, according to their criticality to
individual programs. Further development effort is required for a set of comprehensive
guidelines for the weight distribution. For now, the weights that can be used are zero and one.
A weight of zero indicates that the metric is irrelevant.
Weights can also be assigned to the mission tasks, as some of the tasks might be considered
more critical than the others. Similarly, before a set of guidelines is developed, the only
weight that is used is one.
The metrics can be applied either top-down or bottom-up with respect to the task
decomposition structure for the mission. In the bottom-up approach, a complete task
decomposition of the mission is generated from top through bottom, the basic skill level. The
metrics are applied to the skills and the scores are integrated up to achieve the mission
complexity scores at the top level. This approach requires a comprehensive task analysis.
Figure 11 demonstrates this process.

Figure 11: Illustrated ALFUS Metrics Evaluation Process
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Figure 12: ALFUS Metric Scores
In the case when a system is being conceptualized and complete task decomposition is not
feasible, a top-down approach is conceivable. The approach calls for the metrics to be applied
to the first level of task decomposition of the mission.
A standard task decomposition method is, therefore, extremely helpful. The NIST 4D/RCS
task analysis process is suitable for the process [90].
Another issue area is about the confidence level and perturbation for the autonomy capability
evaluation, i.e., sensitivity of the outcome to small changes in the input data or the
environment. Further investigation is required.
7.1.2

Additional Representations

Explicit representation of the three axis scores might be helpful in some situations. Figure 12
provides an example with the metric scores for the three axes shown.
The autonomy level representation can also be associated with uncertainty and/or statistical
attributes.
7.2 Layers of Details of the Framework
As described in the earlier sections, multiple layers of details can be devised in ALFUS to
provide proper levels of abstraction for the UMS autonomy, as illustrated in Figure 13. The
higher layers facilitate requirements specification and communication purposes, whereas the
lower levels facilitate implementation and testing and evaluation. Note that the single number
index for CAC, located at the far left, is grayed out as the general consensus is that it is over
simplified in terms of providing autonomy information.
These layers of details are not to be confused with hierarchical control levels.
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Figure 13: Layers of Details
7.3 Fixing Three Tasking Levels
The brainstorming sessions in the Framework development process have generated many
possible approaches for the characterization of UMS autonomy. One of them is to limit the
task decomposition to three levels, namely, group tasks, individual vehicle tasks, and
subsystem tasks which are equivalent to the skills. The group tasks and the subsystem tasks
can be further decomposed using a traditional hierarchical method to evaluate their levels of
complexity.
Further investigation is required for this approach.
7.4 Tool
The Workgroup sees the advantage of a software tool. The central concept for the tool is
automatic calculation of metric scores for the identified missions, tasks, or unmanned
systems. Figure 14 illustrates the tool using a Mission Complexity example. The leftmost
section of the spreadsheet contains the hierarchical task decomposition of a mission. In this
example, the mission is to Conduct_Route_Reconn. Its main subtasks include
Tactically_Follow and Reconn_Avenue_of_Approach. This is only a small part of the
complete task structure.
Each of the lowest level subtasks (level 2, in this example) is evaluated against all the three
sets of the ALFUS metrics (illustrated in the middle columns of the figure, only two metrics
were shown). These scores are weighted and averaged to form a composite score for the
subtasks (shown in the rightmost section of the figure, for example, the score for the
Move_to_Standoff_Position subtask is (6 * 1 + 8 * 1.2) / 2 = 7.8).
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Figure 14: ALFUS Tool Illustration
The subtask scores are further weighted and averaged to provide the composite scores for the
next higher-level tasks (for Tactically_Follow, in the example). This process continues until
the mission gets its composite score.
The ALFUS framework has been going through many evolutions. Once consensus on the
metrics is reached, we could easily update the tool. Therefore, currently, we have not been
focusing on updating the tool.
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reference metrics summaries

reference
levels:

10

9

8

7

6

5

MC

EC

HI

high adaptation,
low solution/possibility
decision space, team
ratio, understandability
collaborative
highly dynamic,
missions/tasks; high
complex, adversarial
real-time planning;
high risks, uncertainty,
strategic level, high
constraints*
fidelity SA

UMS informs
humans; human
provides strategic
goals, interacting
time between 6 %
and 35 %;

limited adaptation,
mid solution/possibility
decision space, vehicle ratio, understandability
tasking; limited realdynamic, simple
time planning; tactical mid risks, uncertainty,
level, mid fidelity SA
constraints*

human approves
decisions, provides
tactical goals,
interacting time
between 36 % and
65 %

1

high solution/possibility
human decides,
ratio, understandability provides waypoints,
subsystem tasks/skills;
static, simple
interacting time
internal, low fidelity SA
low risks, uncertainty, between 66 % & 95
constraints*
%

0

simplest, binary tasks

2

User-defined
levels using
metrics
summaries to
the left

lowest
highest adaptation,
solution/possibility
decision space, team
performing on its own
ratio:
and approaching
of teams collaborative
lowest margin for error,
zero human
missions; fully realunderstandability;
time planning;
interaction,
highest level of
negotiating with
omniscient, highest
dynamics, variation,
level fidelity SA;
appropriate
risks, uncertainty,
individuals
human level
mechanical
performance
constraints*

4
3

ALFUS Levels

static, simple

remote control

Table 1: Intermediate Metric Summaries for the Executive Model
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7.5

Executive Model—Metrics Based Approach

As described earlier, the objective of the executive or summary model is to provide a set of
definitions to facilitate high-level communication on UMS autonomy. The definitions of the
individual metrics are integrated through multiple stages to provide definitions for the
autonomy levels.
This approach for the executive model is to provide intermediate metric summaries as
references. ALFUS levels are defined for the applications based on the summaries. This is
shown in Table 1. Users have the discretion of determining or defining the ALFUS levels
given the intermediate summaries, shown on the left of the table.
Alternatively, the Workshops could explore defining the levels reference by referring to the
intermediate summaries. Appendix C describes some of the evolving concepts.
7.5.1

Autonomy Capability Tradeoff

An interesting issue is whether tradeoffs among the three axes provide comparative
capabilities per the UMS goals. For example, during the design phase, would it be a
consideration to select (MC = 5; EC = 5; HI = 5), (MC = 2; EC = 5; HI = 8), or (MC = 7;
EC = 2; HI = 6), all sum up to be 15?
It remains to be investigated whether the summary number provides useful indication for the
CAC. If so, then cost and benefit analysis can be conducted on trading off among the three
axes. Appendix B provides a model.
7.6

Executive Model—Key Definition Based Approach

Based on the structure of the ALFUS Framework as described in Figure 2, it is feasible to use
the key definitions of Autonomy and RAC to define the ALFUS levels, including level of HI
(LOA), level of MC, and level of EC. This approach could complement what were described
in Sections 2 through 5, the metrics-based approach.
The following sections elaborate these concepts in detail. FCS LSI has presented this
approach and used it to define LOA [91] in the recent ALFUS Workshops. Appendix A
provides an illustration.
7.6.1

Level of Autonomy

The LOA corresponds to the HI axis of the Framework. In Section 5, we described that the
LOA is higher when the corresponding metrics yield higher scores. In this section, we further
describe that higher HI scores indicate that the RACs, namely, sensing, perceiving, analyzing,
communicating, planning, decision-making, and acting are performed by the UMS to higher
extents. In other words, LOA is higher when the RACs are performed by the UMS to higher
extents.
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The correspondences between the RACs and the metrics must be established. The following
is an attempt:


Sensing, Perception: A higher level of participation by the UMS may correspond to
lower scores in the metrics of human intervention ratio and human workload and
higher scores for the robotic independence and higher robotic initiation metrics.



Analyzing, Planning, Decision-making: A higher level of participation by the UMS
may correspond to lower metric scores for human planning ratio and human workload
and higher scores for robotic independence and higher robotic initiation.



Acting/Executing: A higher level of participation by the UMS may correspond to
lower metric scores for human intervention ratio and human workload and higher
scores for robotic independence and higher robotic initiation.



Communicating: A higher level of participation by the UMS may correspond to lower
metric scores for human intervention ratio, commanding level, and human workload
and higher scores for robotic independence and higher robotic initiation.

The RACs should be an integrated set and that a collection of the isolated functions might not
facilitate system’s autonomy.
Figure 15 illustrates this correspondence effort. See Section 4 for the discussions of the
metrics.

Figure 15: Root Autonomous Capabilities Based Approach
7.6.2

LOA Reference, Conceptual Definitions

Since LOA is based on the degrees of the UMS involvement or the levels of the UMS efforts
in performing the RACs, the modes of the UMS operations, i.e., remote control, teleoperation,
semi-autonomous, and fully autonomous can provide a basis for the LOA definitions.
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Different operator roles, defined in detail in the ALFUS terminology [1], could also facilitate
the AL identifications. The roles include:
•

Supervisor

•

Teammate

•

Operator

•

Mechanic or Developer

•

Bystander

The first three roles concern LOA.
Different types of HRI, also defined in ALFUS to facilitate the LOA identifications, include:
•

Human Operated

•

Human Assisted

•

Human Delegated

•

Human Supervised

These definitions take into account the degrees of human involvement or amounts of efforts,
in terms of time and efforts. Additional terms such as Human Guided, Human Directed, etc.
are also used in the community.
From these and from the aforementioned key definitions, we summarize the following
approach for LOA definition:
First, the reference LOAs are identified as:
•

RC/Teleoperation—human, while off-board the UMS, directly controls all of the
RACs.

•

Human lead—human directly controls more than the UMS does of the RACs.

•

Shared—human and the UMS directly control the RACs at equivalent levels of
effort.

•

UMS lead—the UMS controls more than human does.

•

Fully autonomous—UMS performs all of the RACs.

Second, the guidelines for the LOA definition process are:
1. Certain ranges of flexibility exist in terms of the levels of effort of direct control. For
example, by Shared, instead of precise 50 % contribution from human and the UMS, it
should be anywhere between 45 % and 55 % or another range specified by individual
Programs.
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2. Individual Programs can interpolate the reference LOAs for additional levels. For
example, the following are possible sets of LOAs:
(Set A)
•

RC

•

Teleoperation

•

Human directed

•

Human lead

•

Shared

•

UMS lead

•

UMS directed

•

Fully autonomous

(Set B)
•

Remote control

•

Advanced remote control

•

Teleoperation

•

Human guided

•

Advanced human guided

•

Human UMS shared

•

Human delegated

•

Advanced human delegated

•

UMS guided

•

Advanced UMS guided

•

Fully autonomous

3. The differentiations among the consecutive LOAs do not have to be linear. Some
suggested that a logarithmic scale of the degrees of involvement be used for level
identification, which warrants further exploration. Along the same line of reasoning,
the LOA axis does not have to be symmetric off the Shared level. In other words, the
level at which human and UMS equally share the operation does not necessarily have
to be at the middle level of a LOA scale.
4. Human centric view vs. UMS centric view: In a human centric view, humans could
participate in the operation all the time. However, this does not necessarily mean that
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all the UMS RACs are performed by humans. Therefore, the LOA should be defined
in terms of UMS participation levels.
This approach facilitates individual programs to extend for their autonomy level definitions.
FCS LSI has been participating in the ALFUS workshops and presented and proposed its
analysis [91]. LSI identified the autonomy levels as, from high to low: Autonomous, Human
Aided, Human Directed, Teleoperation, and Remote Control. Appendix A provides an
illustration. This set of LOA is consistent with the model as described in this section, as well
as consistent with the aforementioned approach of extending the specific model from the
generic model, in Section 2.5.
7.6.3

Mission Complexity

In Section 3, we described that the complexity for a mission to be evaluated is higher when
the corresponding metrics yield higher scores. In this section, we further describe that higher
MC metric scores indicate that the RACs are more complex.
The correspondences between the RACs and the metrics are established as the following:
1.

Sensing and Perception: A more complex mission, evaluated through the MC
metrics, generally requires more complex sensory and perceptual data.

2.

Analyzing, Planning, Decision-making: A more complex mission, evaluated
through the MC metrics, generally requires more complex capabilities of these.

3.

Acting/Executing: A more complex mission may require higher acting/executing
capabilities, which might include emergency or failure procedures.

4.

Communication: A more complex mission may require higher communication
capabilities.

7.6.4

Environmental Complexity

A more difficult environment for a UMS would generally be one that is harder to sense and
perceive, more difficult to analyze and plan with, harder to make decisions with and act upon,
and harder to communicate within.
Therefore, the RACs correspond to the EC metrics.
8

TASK DECOMPOSITION

Task decomposition (TD) is a system development and execution paradigm that is oriented at
task and command, i.e., what UMS and its components are to perform. TD contrasts with
other development and execution paradigms that might be object oriented or functionally
oriented. TD facilitates mission performance. It is, therefore, extremely beneficial for the
tasks to be specified with required autonomy and to be evaluated to be possessing appropriate
levels of CAC. A typical TD can be seen in Figure 8. A straw-man model for a hypothetical
autonomous lawn mower, shown in Figure 16, was also used in the Workshop discussions.
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These point to the requirement for a consistent and well-developed TD method. Earlier
studies on the topic include Seels and Glasgow [92], Harrow [93], and Krathwohl et al. [94].
Task decomposition processes have been perceived as either hierarchical—prerequisite,
answering what must be known or performed—or procedural—determining the physical steps
which must be accomplished to assure completion. ALFUS adopts the 4D/RCS TD
methodology [66, 90]. A high-level mission needs to be decomposed into low-level tasks
before they are executed.

Figure 16: Conceptual TD for an Autonomous Lawn Mower
TD depends on system configuration. A task may be decomposed differently for UMSs with
different capabilities. Capability differences also exist between humans and UMSs. Humans
might be more suitable in handling a limited number of tasks while machines might be much
less constrained by such a factor. Additional studies on this issue can be found in [95, 96, 97,
98, 99]. TD might also depend on system design method and architecture. We focus on
hierarchical, real-time system control in this document.
The objective for TD, at the design phase 3 , would be to identify and organize tasks for the
intended operations of unmanned systems and to map the resulting task structures into a
control hierarchy, as shown in Figure 17.
The control hierarchies provide the organization into which the tasks should be decomposed
[100, 101], because the controller nodes plan and execute the tasks. The two hierarchies
could be developed iteratively. Some other times the controller hierarchy is pre-existent and,
as such, serves the constraint for the TD.
3

During runtime, TD means the planning and execution of the tasks by all the control nodes of the unmanned
systems.
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Tasks and their decomposition are behavior oriented. The execution of the tasks generates
corresponding physical behaviors. The perceptive functions supporting behavioral generation
should not be considered tasks by themselves.
8.1 Attributes of a Task
8.1.1

States

Tasks should be designed as to have distinctive and clearly defined starting, final, and
intermediate states. The states should facilitate design, execution, and human observability.
8.1.2

Human-Inspired Abstraction

It is desirable if tasks can be decomposed and structured at similar levels of abstraction as
common human practices. For example, for the driving tasks, the stay-in-lane task and the
turn-right task may be essential at a mid level of abstraction. At a lower level, the properly
decomposed tasks would include steering angles and throttle positions.
8.1.3

Task Completion

The execution of all the subtasks represents the complete execution of the parent task.

Figure 17: 4D/RCS TD Example
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8.2 Guidelines for Task Decomposition
a. Tasks are decomposed with two aspects: spatial separation and temporal steps [100, 102,
103].
b. Task decomposition may be guided by the human factors of understandability,
manageability, and standard tasks.
c. Tasks may be decomposed according to sets of reference levels of abstraction as defined
in 4D/RCS. The levels are, top-down, mission/system/application, group,
equipment/vehicle, elementary move (or major functions or subsystem), primitive move,
and actuator (or servo).
4D/RCS also features a perception hierarchy that facilitates sensory data integration. The
levels are, bottom-up, data points, list, surface, object, and object group. These can be
referenced during developing perception functions to facilitate the TD.
Note that these are reference levels or types of levels. A system may need multiple group
(or any other) levels to sufficiently decompose a task at those levels.
d. In performing TD, one must first identify existent “constraints,” including commands or
interfaces for actuators and controllers.
e. Task structure and controller hierarchy are to be developed in parallel and iteratively.
8.3 Spatial Perspective
a. Spatial TD leads to hierarchical task structures. Each layer in the task structures
represents a different level of abstraction of the tasks. When a task is decomposed, the
subtasks are described in a finer level of details with a narrower spatial scope.
b. TD is constrained by the performing agents, as depicted in Figure 17, but the process is
not object-oriented, as the key is task and not object. TD is not functionally oriented,
either, as which might lead to issues like resource competition. In a UMS, performers are
the hardware components and their layouts to form subsystems and systems. It is
recognized that performers, agents, and hardware components may be closely
corresponding to one another. TD might be largely or totally constrained by the
performer/hardware configuration. Spatial TD also leads to distribution of tasks among
control nodes at any control level. The following describes this process in details:
(1)

At higher levels of abstraction, typically in a distributed environment, the task
decomposition should follow chain of command, operational structure, or agent
organization.

(2)

Within a single control entity—the lower levels of abstraction, tasks should be
decomposed per major functions (the functions are typically realized with
subsystems).

(3)

The decomposed tasks could be further decomposed from the perspective of
subfunctions when necessary.
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(4)

Tasks could be further decomposed and/or refined from additional aspects, including
dynamics and transformation from global to local coordinate frames.

(5)

Tasks are eventually decomposed for the lowest level performers, the actuators.

8.4 Temporal Perspective
Temporal TD involves logical breakdown of a large task into manageable sizes. Temporal TD
typically involves single levels (as opposed to subtasking the lower levels).
(a) Control stability and computing load
Control stability can be facilitated when the ratio of the lengths of the control cycles
between a hierarchical control level and its next lower levels is 10:1, nominally. It is,
therefore, desirable for the tasks to be decomposed such that their execution can be
bounded by the lengths of the control cycles.
As such, the observation and orientation processing requirements could affect the
decomposition of the tasks.
(b) Logical sequencing and coordination with other tasks are key consideration in the
temporal task decomposition 4 .
8.5 Human Perspective
The human is an imperative part of the UMS lifecycle, from design, operation, maintenance,
and through upgrade. Therefore, the following human factors should be considered in the
TD:
(a) Understandability: The task analysis process often involves domain experts and the
resulting task structure often reflects how experts break down and perform a high level
task. Even during the fully autonomous operational mode in which the task structure may
optimize UMS performance, human understandability is still important. The operator
needs to be able to effectively and efficiently monitor the UMS. Otherwise, intervention,
when necessary, might be hindered [104].
(b) Manageability: In any of the UMS operational modes when humans are involved, they
must be able to effectively and efficiently handle the tasks [105, 106, 107, 108, 109].
Workload, as described in an earlier section, is a contributing factor.
(c) Standard tasks: The approach of standardizing tasks is often used in the application
domains. They may be used in the task decomposition process, the challenge being to
organize standard tasks for appropriate levels according to the guidelines.

4

The actual sequencing activities are parts of the planning activities and may be represented in state diagrams or
tables. Refer to [100] and is out of the scope of this document.
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(d) The tasks should be sufficiently populated with knowledge supporting the execution of the
tasks.
9

APPLICABILITY AND APPLICATION DOMAINS

The ALFUS Framework is an enabling facility that can be tailored or extended for individual
UMS application needs. We discuss how ALFUS might be applied to particular domains.
In specifying a UMS system, the ALFUS levels, namely, the levels of autonomy, mission
complexity, and environmental complexity could be used to indicate the threshold (minimal)
or objective requirements.
The ALFUS levels may be applied to individual tasks, individual control nodes, individual
control subsystems, or an entire control system, as illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Applicability of ALFUS
An ongoing issue is how the ALFUS levels for tasks or missions are related to the ALFUS
levels for the performing UMS:


Would the ALFUS levels for a UMS be calculated as a weighted average of the levels
of all the missions that the UMS performs?



Would the above approach require exhaustive decomposition of all the missions
operating in all required environmental conditions? If so, this would require an
enormous amount of effort.



How would the ALFUS levels for low-level tasks or control nodes be reflected at
higher levels?

The following subsections describe how ALFUS might be applied to various domains.
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9.1 Defense Domain
UMSs are well suited for military types of operations. UMSs can replace or support
warfighters in extreme operational and environmental conditions. War fighting, surveillance,
medical assistance in the field, and logistic support are just a few of the fruitful areas for UMS
deployment, thus, also rich issues warranting the application of ALFUS. The following are
examples of how ALFUS might be applied.
9.1.1 Requirement Specification
The Joint User community has struggled for years to find a common method of articulating its
requirements. There are two major parts of the user’s needs:
•

A common vernacular that could be used to articulate capabilities (common set of
definitions). This facilitates comparisons between systems/capabilities, and allows
disparate organizations to intelligently discuss issues surrounding the use of
Unmanned Systems capabilities within their operational constructs.

•

A means to articulate the amount of autonomy required/expected from a UMS.

In terms of defining autonomy, the User community sees two levels of need. At an executive
level, there is a need to provide a means to easily articulate requirements. This would provide
a means of common communication between the User and Material Developer in expressing
requirements, but would also provide an easy to understand method of explaining autonomy
requirements to decision makers. At a more technical level, the User community sees a need
for a tool by which interactions between the User, Material Developer, Industry, and the Test
Community can be made easier. This tool could then be used to articulate system specific
specification level detail and provide a framework for the testing/verification of autonomy.
The variety of autonomous systems currently envisioned for use by government and nongovernment entities makes a common set of terminology and definitions paramount. It also
provides a challenge to the determination of the proper metrics to apply so that these
definitions and metrics can be universally utilized in all the UMS domains.
9.1.2

Tactical Behavior Characterization

Tactical Behavior is defined as:
“The limited, near-term planning, maneuvers, and reactive procedures and actions
used to adapt the execution of higher level, long term mission goals to both the
environment and the operational situation, providing own unit (single or multiple
elements) security and concealing mission intent from opposing forces” [1]
Upon receiving a mission, the UMS performs task decomposition and generates a task
structure for mission execution. The resulting system behaviors may include particular
subsets that provide security and stealth as defined.
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The specification of a UMS should include certain types of required missions and the
associated tactical behaviors, which, in turn, should be specified with CAC. This would
facilitate proper UMS design so that the system would be able to carry out the required
missions. Tactical behavior should also be evaluated with CAC.
9.2 Manufacturing
Robots and unmanned systems can play key roles in manufacturing automation. The
challenge is that a manufacturing facility could be very complex and dynamic. It could
involve operators in a semi-automated facility. It receives work orders for different products
with different quantities. It may need to generate various kinds of reports that contain
different kinds of information for such purposes as production control, quality control, or
maintenance analysis. The facility may also need to adjust its schedules to accommodate such
constraints or such unexpected changes as storage or shipping. Therefore, a framework for
performance measure and capability characterization should be beneficial. To begin
investigating this issue, we define the following:
Logical UMS (LUMS)
An inherently non-physical and independent entity that interacts with UMSs and is
considered an integrated part of the operation, such as a high-level computer control
and management software system in a flexible manufacturing system (FMS), software
node in a simulated UMS environment, or a conceptual entity in an analytical UMS
environment
The following lists a collection of observations about potential ALFUS application:
1. An FMS, in its entirety, could be considered a UMS. Individual high level production
management system software entities could be considered LUMSs when called for.
2. Production orders are equivalent to high-level missions and tasks. Machine_A_Part and
Inspect_A_Part may be corresponding tasks at a middle level. Drill_A_Hole and
Inspect_A_Hole may be at a low level. They could all be evaluated for the ALFUS levels.
3. Autonomous capabilities could help in characterizing many issues that a manufacturing
process may encounter. Variation in the raw material in terms of composition, sizes, or
weights could require adjustments of the equipment, including its settings, workload, and
process flow. Equipment breakdown could also require similar adjustments. It is
desirable to have the manufacturing process specified using CAC, as this would help
determining whether those adjustments could be effectively handled in a human-machine
coordinated way.
4. It is desirable that a manufacturing process’s performance could be measured. ALFUS
serves this purpose.
5. The EC could be used to characterize dynamic conditions, such as when an operator
inadvertently interfered in the work volume, when a part fell off a UMS along the route,
or when a machine broke down. The difficulty level could be evaluated and mission
capabilities could be assessed as whether and how the situations could be handled.
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6. The low level machining instructions correspond to the low-level UMS skills as the
military UMS domain employs. The skills have different levels of difficulty, so do the
machining instructions. For example, for the instruction of drilling a hole, the tolerances
make differences in terms of difficulty.
7. Highly autonomous manufacturing UMS might correspond to higher initial equipment
costs but lower overall lifecycle costs as well as higher capabilities for complex products.
8. Lower complexity products might mean that they are suitable for mass production using
low CAC manufacturing UMSs.
9.3 Urban Search and Rescue (US&R)
One of the major concerns in US&R would be the environment. Would it be accessible?
Would it be safe for responders to approach? How is an environment or an environmental
condition described and conveyed to the decision maker so that the issues of concern can be
resolved. Some specific examples are:


whether an appropriately composed and equipped Emergency Response Team can be
dispatched, at a certain Point of Arrival;



whether victims are accessible, hazard material exists in the environment, the terrain is
muddy or covered with snow, the water is acidic, the structure is stable, etc.

The EC levels might be used to characterize the particular environments. The environments
could, in turn, be used to certify UMS for particular US&R operations. Figure 19 illustrates a
US&R environment.
NIST has also embarked on an effort to establish the performance metrics for US&R robots
by developing test arenas with adjustable levels of difficulty [110, 111].

Figure 19: US&R through Rubble Piles
9.4 Additional Domains and Applications
•

Border Security
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Variety in terrain and lengths in distance are among the challenges of securing the National
borders. ALFUS could be applied to characterize the levels of complexity of the border. The
results could facilitate deploying UMSs with appropriate CAC. At busy crossing ports,
UMSs could help the safety related tasks such as baggage checking and identity verification.
ALFUS could, in turn, help characterizing the complexity of the tasks, thus facilitating the
HRI requirements specification.
•

Bomb Disposal

The ultimate concern for bomb disposal would be human safety. Therefore, these types of
tasks are suitable for UMS. ALFUS could, again, help analyzing the complexity of these
bomb disposal operations. The analysis results could help optimize human involvement,
including safe operating conditions and safe environments.
10
10.1

ALFUS FUTURE TASKS
Further Development of Framework

The immediate task for ALFUS would be to further develop the metrics. As experienced
throughout the Workshops, participants still have many new ideas on what the metrics should
be for each axis and how their scales should be defined. Focused efforts and systematic
consensus approaches must be devised to efficiently capture the results.
Easy to use scales for the metrics must be of a high priority.
The second issue would be the Executive Model. The required effort would be to summarize
the metrics and their scales to form concise definitions for the levels at the three axes.
Section 6 laid out many issues that need to be resolved, including clarifying the inter-axis
overlaps, metric weight guidelines, the “fourth axis,” i.e., the systems issue, and the global vs.
local perspective issue.
10.2

Expansion and Generalization for Additional, Potential Benefits

The focus of the ALFUS ad hoc Workgroup has been UMS autonomy. However, it is
conceivable to expand and generalize the framework for additional purposes, beyond
autonomy. It is also conceivable to apply ALFUS to augment the analysis or specification of
additional key concerns of UMS. The following subsections explore these opportunities.
10.2.1 General Performance Metrics Framework
The ALFUS metrics, although developed for the autonomy purposes, can be regarded as a
part of the general system performance metrics.
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The general performance of a UMS operator can be measured by how the operator might
assist the UMS generating the plans. The operator might be measured by how heavy a
workload she/he can manage. These are ALFUS HI issues—as outlined in Section 4.
A vehicle’s general performance can be evaluated by how it traverses certain types of terrain
and how it overcomes certain types of obstacles. These are EC issues in ALFUS.
The general performance can also be measured by how the vehicles collaborate in a team,
how a UMS perceives the situations, and how the UMS revises its plans and reacts on the
situations. These are among the ALFUS MC issues.
These are illustrations calling for a systematic approach to investigate generalizing the
ALFUS framework for a performance metrics framework.
10.2.2 Augmenting UMS Safety Analysis with Levels of Control
The ALFUS Terminology [1] defines a term called Levels of Control that lists a series of
levels, each with expanded authority for autonomous operations. This definition can be
extended for the following multiple-layer safety model for a manufacturing process plant.
The model contains a series of safety process design, listed from the narrower to the broader
scopes [112]. The model stipulates that higher-level safety designs activate when the lowerlevel designs fail:
1. Design the equipment 5 and process plant to be inherently safe.
2. Design process control with safety functions.
3. Include procedures for alarms and operator intervention.
4. Include safety shut down and interlock processed for affected entities.
5. Include response mechanisms for fire and gas.
6. Include containment system for the hazards.
7. Include plant emergency response evacuation system.
8. Include community emergency response evacuation system.
The safety design at each level should be independent, yet the designs among the different
levels are integrated to produce coordinated safety operations. The system configuration
expands and system complexity increases from the lower to the higher levels. The following
observations can be made along this process:
1. The safety operations become more complex. The complexity of safety tasks also
increases as the levels increase.
2. The operating environments become broader, involve more entities, and may become
more dynamic. In other words, EC increases.
5

for turning, milling, drilling, forging, die-casting, rolling, etc.
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3. Higher levels of CAC may provide for higher capabilities for safety. Yet, HRI must
be carefully considered to maximize the safety.
4. A systematic approach is required for the recognition of appropriate responses
subsequent to analyses, in order to develop principles for suitable response strategy
[104, 113].
10.2.3 Cost Saving Through UMS Simulation
It is well understood that simulation can save UMS development costs. We explored how
ALFUS could facilitate UMS simulation.
ALFUS can be used to specify a UMS. Once completed, the specification can be used as a
part of the design criteria to develop the corresponding LUMS in a simulation environment.
The LUMS can be used to test the CAC of the to-be-developed UMS to find out whether the
specification is adequate.
A general UMS simulation environment can be designed such that the user can adjust
operating environment to simulate various EC levels. For example, the pavement types of the
roads, the slopes of the hills, the density of the traffic, etc., can be adjusted to evaluate how
the LUMS could handle the conditions.
The mission could be scripted to the desired levels of complexity, as well. Attributes such as
the number of LUMSs in a team, the command structure, the sensory capabilities, the
accuracy of the goals, etc., could be designed as adjustable according to the MC levels as
defined per the ALFUS metrics. This could facilitate the experimentation of the LUMS
according to the desired levels of MC.
Similarly, an ALFUS enabled HRI could be developed for a simulator such that the levels of
human interaction time could be tested, the types of interactions that the LUMS could initiate
could be analyzed, etc. The HRI displays could be used to simulate different levels of stress
that the displays might have caused the operator.
10.3

Standard Classification of Missions and Tasks

Classification of jobs or tasks is often used for humans [114, 115, 116]. It may worth
exploring similar approaches for UMS. For a particular program or application, tasks or
typical scenarios can be collected and evaluated for CAC, i.e., their complexities and HI. The
information could be maintained in a database. When a situation arises that calls for the
deployment of a UMS, the situation could be analyzed and a UMS with the matching CAC
could be identified and deployed to effectively handle the situation.
11

SUMMARY

The ALFUS Framework is developed to facilitate articulating, communicating, evaluating,
and documenting UMS requirements and capabilities. ALFUS identifies that HI, or human
independence or levels of autonomy, MC, or mission complexity, and EC, or environmental
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complexity as the three aspects or axes with which the CAC, or Contextual Autonomous
Capabilities for UMSs are specified. Each of the aspects is further elaborated with a set of
metrics.
ALFUS also conceives a definition based Executive Model that facilitates communication of
UMS autonomy in the user or application communities.
The Framework is intended to be:


generic and covering many UMS domains, including air, ground, space, surface, and
underwater; also covering many application areas, including military, homeland
security, industrial, and living assistance,



applicable to the full range of autonomy, from remote control through full autonomy,



extensible, applicable to subsystems, single UMSs, through teams and joint missions,



capable of augmenting UMS benefits of human safety and performance enhancement.

This document describes the initial version of the ALFUS Framework. Further development
is required to achieve these features. Feedback from the community would be very helpful to
advance the Framework.
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COMPANY / PRODUCT DISCLAIMER
Certain commercial products or company names are identified in this document to describe
our study adequately. In no case does such identification imply recommendation or
endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the
products or names identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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APPENDIX A: LEVEL OF AUTONOMY USE CASE
The following figure illustrates FCS LSI’s LOA development work, which is consistent with
the process described in Section 7.6.1 As shown on the right-hand side of the figure, the
RACs migrate from to be performed by humans to by UMSs as the LOA moves higher.

Figure A-1: FCS LSI LOA Illustration
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APPENDIX B: HISTORICAL NOTES
•

In its First Workshop, LOA was defined with the three-axis model of ALFUS for the
purposes of covering a comprehensive scope for UMS autonomy. We later adopt the
convention that LOA involves the HI axis and the three-axis model is now called
CAC.

•

The HI axis was originally called Human Robot Interaction (HRI). It was later
changed to HI so that the direction of increasing is consistent with the other two axes.

•

One of the axes, for environment, was originally called Environmental Difficulty
(ED), which was determined to be too subjective and was changed to Environmental
Complexity (EC).

•

There were concerns that MC and EC may be too tightly coupled and might be
combined into one axis. We determined to continue using the three axes.

•

The Detailed Model is renamed as the Metric Model.

Workshop History


Inaugural Workshop (July 18, 2003, NIST) –Established Workgroup Objectives.



Second (September 11, 2003, BWI)—Identified Terms and started definitions.



Third (November 22, 2003, SRS Tech., Arlington, VA)—Identified metrics.
Terminology published.



Fourth (February 25-26, 2004, Titan Sys., Huntsville, AL)—Identified Executive
Model representation.



Fifth (May 3-4, 2004, Atlanta Airport, GA)—Metrics and measures presented. Began
Interaction with FCS



Sixth (July 28-29, 2004, FCS LSI, Huntsville, GA)—Tool conceptualized.



Seventh (October 19-20, 2004, AFRL, Dayton, Ohio)—Tool updated. Began
Summary Model.



Eighth (February 8 - 9, 2005, NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland)—Continued developing
Models. NIST 4D/RCS Task Analysis Method Presented. DOT ITS Briefed.



Ninth (May 4-5, 2005, TARDEC, Warren, Michigan)—Focused on metric scale
development. TARDEC programs presented. ASBS and UACO Programs Briefed.



Tenth (July 20-21, 2005, U.S. Army Futures Center Forward, Arlington, Virginia)—
Further development on metric scales. Additional representation presented.



Eleventh (October 25-26, 2005, U.S. Army Aviation Applied Technology Directorate,
Ft. Eustis, VA).



Twelfth (February 21-22, 2006, AFRL, Dayton, OH).



Thirteenth (May 23-24, 2006, UAMBL, Ft. Knox, Kentucky).
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Fourteenth (September 19-20, 2006, U.S. Navy NSWCCD Combatant Craft Dept, Ft.
Monroe, Virginia).



Fifteenth (January 18-19, 2007, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD).



Sixteenth (April 24-25, 2007, Idaho National Labs, Idaho Falls City, Idaho)



Seventeenth (August 28 – 29, 2007, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD)—Co-located with 2007
Performance Metrics for Intelligent Systems (PerMIS) Workshop.
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APPENDIX C: AUTONOMY CAPABILITY TRADEOFF HYPOTHESES
Table C-1 illustrates possibilities of tradeoffs among the three ALFUS axes to achieve the
same total scores for CAC, given the hypothesis that every notch in the three scales carries the
same weight of CAC.
Numerical scores zero through three are assigned for levels zero through nine. Users can,
based on their evaluations, add up the scores for the three axes for the level number. For
example, when MC = 3, EC = 0, HI = 2, the CAC total score would be five. These are further
illustrated in Figure C-1.
The reason that the lowest and the highest levels are left not combined with the intermediate
levels is that these two levels provide clear upper and lower bounds for the autonomy
spectrum and their definitions are rather commonly understood in the community. Plus, the
highest level is left independent since it is regarded as an ultimate goal for autonomy.
reference metrics summaries
Ref.
level

MC

weight

10

9

8

7

6

5

EC

weight

lowest
highest adaptation,
solution/possibility
decision space,
ratio:
team of teams
lowest margin for
collaborative
error,
missions; fully realunderstandability;
time planning;
highest level of
omniscient, highest
dynamics, variation,
level fidelity SA;
risks, uncertainty,
human level
mechanical
performance
constraints*
low
high adaptation,
solution/possibility
decision space,
ratio,
team collaborative
understandability
missions/tasks;
highly dynamic,
high real-time
complex, adversarial
planning; strategic
high risks,
level, high fidelity
uncertainty,
SA
constraints*
limited adaptation,
mid
decision space,
solution/possibility
vehicle tasking;
ratio,
limited real-time
understandability
planning; tactical
dynamic, simple
level, mid fidelity
mid risks,
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method 2 for Level
HI

based on axis scores

weight

axis
interm
sum of 3 scores
ediate
scale

performing on its
own and
approaching zero
human interaction,
negotiating with
appropriate
individuals

UMS informs
humans; human
provides strategic
goals, interacting
time between 6 %
and 35 %
human approves
decisions, provides
tactical goals,
interacting time
between 36 % and
65 %

10

10

9
(3+3+3)
3

8
(3+2+3)
7
(3+2+2)

2

6
(3+2+1, 2+2+2,
3+3+0)
5
(3+1+1, 2+2+1)

SA

uncertainty,
constraints*

4

3

2
1

0

4
(2+1+1, 3+1+0)

high
solution/possibility
human decides,
subsystem
ratio,
provides waypoints,
tasks/skills;
understandability
interacting time
internal, low fidelity
static, simple
between 66 % & 95
SA
low risks, uncertainty,
%
constraints*
simplest, binary
tasks

static, simple

remote control

3
(3+0+0, 2+1+0,
1+1+1)
1

1
(1+0+0)
0

Table C-1: Executive Model Evolving Concept

Figure C-1: Further ALFUS CAC Illustration
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2
(2+0+0, 1+1+0)

0
(0+0+0)
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